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SEASON’S GREETINGS
Your Chatterbox Editors and the Committee of SMSC
wish all our Members and readers a very Merry
Christmas and a happy New Year.
We wish that your Holiday Season be filled with the
love and joy of your family and friends, lots of health,
happiness prosperity and well being, and that your
stockings be filled with heaps of great modelling
stuff.

SMSC CLUB MEETINGS
LAST SMSC MEETING FOR 2019

The next meeting will be on Sunday,

1 December 2019 at
6:30pm at Wests Ashfield, 115 Liverpool Road, Ashfield
unless otherwise notified.
Members are encouraged to bring projects for display and discussion.

At the conclusion of this meeting, please join us for a lovely meal and the
company of your fellow members and partners in the Club’s Bistro at $10
p/p cost to members which includes free raffle tickets for prizes on the
night. Help us celebrate an early X-mas, we look forward to seeing you at
the meeting.

***********************************************
NEXT YEAR’S FIRST SMSC MEETING
The February 2019 meeting of SMSC will be on

Sunday, 2 February 2020 at 6:30pm at Wests Ashfield, 115
Liverpool Road, Ashfield unless otherwise notified .
Members are encouraged to bring projects for display and discussion

Please address all correspondence to SMSC and/or any members of the
Executive Committee to the Secretary at secretary@smsc.org.au
Please forward all mail and contributions to CHATTERBOX to the Editors,
Tom Wolf at tom@aces.net.au or Mike Kelly at mikelly118@gmail.com

REQUEST FROM THE EDITORS

To make our life easier, we your Editors, ask those who contribute to Chatterbox to
please send the material without formatting (ie. with photos NOT embedded in the text
or in emails)?
To make things simple:

please send the text of the article as .DOC file

please send photos (not just thumbprints) as .JPG files

to display the general lay-out of the article, please send it fully formatted (with pictures
etc) as .PDF or .DOC file
Receiving the material in this way saves us the difficulty sometimes experienced as our systems and applications available may not always be compatible with what you are using
This procedure will always make it easier for us to edit your precious article and save a lot of
time consumed in the layout stage.
Thank you for all your support in the past … and, we hope, in the future.

Cheers
Tom and Mike

EDITORS’ BLOG
Chatterbox has evolved over the few years of its existence to become a newsletter that
tries to satisfy all the requests of our members. Certainly, we take the reporting of our
meetings seriously as this is the only way we can inform those members who can’t travel to our S&T’s of what other members are doing. It is indeed unfortunate that some of our
members live so far away and miss out on these really informative sessions, but we would love
to hear from them about their approaches to the hobby.
Our membership numbers are growing ever so slowly and, as Editors, we take pride in the fact
that quite often it is the material published in Chatterbox that is instrumental in bringing in the
new members.
What is clearly evident is that our members have very wide-ranging and diverse interests within the nautical field. This makes editing Chatterbox both exciting and challenging, especially as
so few members are prepared to put pen to paper and much of the material is researched and
written by the Editors (against their wishes). Nevertheless, we ensure (or, at least, attempt to
ensure) that every member finds some matter of interest in every issue. We hope this diversity
may challenge members to broaden their own range of interests.
Apart from the reporting of S&T’s, we take pride in encouraging members who finish projects
by publishing Special Issues detailing their build from its beginnings to the finished model.
Next, we try and provide hints and tips and other short pieces that provide information about
techniques for both beginners and more experienced builders. This sometimes repeats information that some may feel is very well known but we publish it regardless as there are many
who may be new to ship modelling and have no knowledge of these techniques.
We have also found a genuine interest expressed by our members for historical material that
verges on trivia, but hopefully makes good reading. To bring about better and more complete
newsletters in the future, we invite additional contributions from our members at large.

Cheers
Tom and Mike
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PRESIDENT’S CHRISTMAS
MESSAGE

Seasons’ greetings to our members and readers after another great year of modelling and displays by the Club.
The past year saw us represented at a number of expos and exhibitions culminating in another successful Expo at the Georges River Sailing club where in excess of 500 people attended
over the week-end in August.
We have welcomed some new members this year who in turn, have enhanced our exhibitions
and displays with new ‘blood’ (models).
To our primary sponsor, the National Maritime Museum we say a big thank you for your ongoing support of the Club as well as to our other sponsors of the expo who assist in making it the
great yearly event of our modelling calendar.
We look forward to another year of modelling in 2020 and the opportunity to see new works
from or members.
We also welcome readers of Chatterbox to consider attending one of our meetings at absolutely no obligation where I am sure you will find a great group of people only too willing to
assist interested people ‘new’ to the hobby to enjoy a wonderful pursuit.
From the Executive and on behalf of all the members of our Club, I extend to you and your
families the best wishes for the festive season in the hope that good times are spent with family and friends over the Christmas & New year period.

All the best for 2020 & Merry Xmas
Happy modelling!

Photos of RMS Titanic usually show the ship ploughing its way through the waves, but
I found this little treasure on the internet and thought our readers may like it.
… Ed
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A MOST GRACIOUS AWARDEE

As we informed our readers, Richard Keyes was awarded the prestigious Leon Griffiths
Model Shipbuilder Award for 2019, and we can’t think of a more popular and, more importantly, more worthy winner. At the presentation Richard was caught completely by surprise
and was unable to express his feelings, he caught up with us by email a few days later.
“Hi All
Now that I have had a few days to get over the
surprise, I want to thank you for the honour of
being awarded a place on the Leon Griffiths
Shield.
Leon phoned to congratulate me which I appreciated.
I’m not one to say much when faced with an
award out of the blue so I didn’t say much at the
Expo, mostly because I could not think of what
to say. The surprise was complete despite Michael asking me several times if I was going to
be there at the end of the Expo. I should have
been a-wake-up but wasn’t.
It is nice to be in the distinguished company of
a good friend like Kevin Hudson as well as
Janos and Michael, all of whom are masters in
their particular realms. I am envious of their skills
and proud to be included in their company.
The shield will have pride of place in our home
for the duration.
Well done to everyone for a very successful
Expo’19.
Happy modelling
Richard”
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FORTHCOMING EXPO EVENTS IN 2020
(as far as your Editors are aware, there are no more events in 2019)

SMSC MODEL SHIP EXPO ‘20
will be held at the Georges River 16ft
Sailing Club on 29-30 August 2020

This event is open to all members, visitors and other
clubs to exhibit maritime and related models. Start
preparing your models to be ready in time!
PORT MACQUARIE MODEL BOAT EXPO 2020
We believe that the Port Macquarie Model Boat Expo at Port Macquarie
Panthers Club, will take place in mid-July 2020. SMSC will likely have exhibit tables at this Expo, so you now have time to prepare your models. We will keep
you updated with details of this event when known.

CANBERRA EXPO 2020

The Canberra Club has not yet informed us of the date of the 2020 Expo,
but we expect that it will be in mid to late September 2020. We will keep
you updated with details of this event when known.
For more information please contact: Peter Hateley 0401 670 829(m) or by
email to <hpeter@webone.com.au> or contact Bob Evans 6226 8957, or by email to
<rjeaevans@bigpond.com>.

CLARENDON CLASSIC MACHINERY, TRUCK & HOBBY
SHOW: 19-20 September 2020
If there is a conflict in dates, we encourage all our Members to attend the Canberra
EXPO even if they do not exhibit, however this exhibition is a little closer to home at
the Richmond Showground.

SYDNEY SCALE MODEL EXPO 2020

Scale Model Show open to everyone is to be held on a date to be advised. For more information please contact:
www.sydneyscalemodelshow.net or
<sydneyscalemodelshow@gmail.com>

HUBERTUS MODEL BOAT SHOW 2020

Our friends at the Hubertus Model Boat Club have invited us to attend their events, we will keep you updated with details of the events
when known.
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CAPTION COMPETITION #1

The cartoon character Charlie and his wife Emma have had mixed success over the
past couple of years, so here is something NEW!
What is Emma saying to Charlie? And if you wish, what is Charlie answering? It should be funny, but pathos will do. Please use language and content that can be risqué but can be published in a family newsletter.
The caption competition is open to everyone, as long as your entry is received by December
27th at <tom@aces.net.au>.
The sole judge is Tom Wolf and he will not entertain any protests.
And what’s in it for you? Maybe a bit of fun, making a joke, or getting your name into a prestigious publication like Chatterbox? All entries will be acknowledged, but only one entry can win,
so make sure it is your entry!

JUST A HANDY LITTLE HINT

Report by Tom Wolf
In everyday life we come across ideas, whether in conversation or reading, that we
realise may come in handy in modelling. I wonder how often, when reading a book or talking to
a fellow modeller, we hit upon an idea that will at some
later stage in our modelling lives be useful but we don’t
make a note of it and when we actually need it, we
have forgotten. Here is one:

CLAMP FOR BREAD AND BUTTER HULLS:

This method builds horizontal layers from the keel up,
wooden layers on top of wooden layers glued together
(or it can be done in the vertical plane as well).
A simple way of gluing the layers is to apply clamps
spaced along the length of the build.
One easy way to make clamps is shown in the diagram:
We hope this works for you
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SMSC meeting and S&T at Wests
Ashfield, 6th October 2019

Report and photos by Tom Wolf and Mike Kelly
After the annual season of exhibitions (including our own incredibly successful EXPO’19), this
meeting was well attended in spite of it being on a local long weekend, and more importantly
clashing with the grand final of the footy. 8 members and their wives, and a visitor attended.
Evert van Oeveren informed the meeting that he was still building his “Mercator”, a kit from
Mantua that Evert purchased from Modellers Central. The “Mercator” was launched in 1932 as
a Belgian training ship for future officers and crew that was then transformed in 1961 into a
museum and is open to the public in the summer months in the Ostend shipyard. This ship
model kit is single planked with 2mm planks, but Evert did enquire as to how to make it double
planked as that is his preference. He was advised that single 1mm planking is readily available and that since it was to be painted in any event just about any decent timber could be
used. It was suggested that he visit Michael Butcher’s fantastic website where details of
Michael’s build of the same model are set out.
Maurice York is continuing with his build of the Modellers Central kit of “Mermaid” although it
is progressing very slowly.
Michael Barton is advancing on his build of “Duyfken”, he is now experimenting with the various colours used on the hull, particularly the light coloured blue above the gunnels. Mike received advice from many, but most importantly it was suggested that he approach a paint
shop and purchase a “sample pack” where the expert mixes his colour to match.
Our visitor Paul Vaughn is
returning to the hobby after
a long absence. He brought
along the skeletal beginnings of his Artesania Latina
model of “Clara May” and
asked
questions
about
planking.
He
received
(hopefully) some useful advice. In any case Paul will
likely seek assistance and
advice from Richard Keyes,
so he is certainly in good
hands.
Stan Brown is trying to finish his model of
“Danmark” as he has already selected his
next project, that being a scratch built
“Dunbar”.
The tragic sinking of this ship is significantly remembered in Sydney, but also has
great significance to his wife Fay, whose
ancestors missed the sailing due to illness
(and thus stayed alive).

cont. p. 8
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cont. from p. 7
Stan also brought along a
very nice model of Christopher Columbus’ “Santa
Maria” which he explained
he would display at the
next Expo to encourage
would-be new model makers that you do not have to
start off with a model of the
“Victory” or “Sovereign
of the Seas”.
Dach Hall brought along his model of “Mermaid”
on which he is progressing incredibly fast. Within
3 weeks of starting, the first layer of planking is
complete and a relatively smooth surface already
made (although quite a bit more sanding will need
to be done). Dach attributes his speedy planking
to the use of Tom Wolf’s plank bender.
Mike Kelly is ready to compliment his ship-in-a-bottle “HMS Illustrious” with “HMS Hermes”,
“HMS Blake”, “RFA Tidespring” and “RFA Fort Grange”. He intends to put the models into
4.5 litre Johnny Walker Whiskey bottles (empty of course).
Tom Wolf brought along a plank bender to show those who have not previously used one. It is an accessory made
from a simple soldering iron that will
doubtless make the most difficult plank
bending a much easier process. As already reported, Dach used planks bent
with this bender on his “Mermaid” and
has speeded up the planking process
considerably.

Tom also brought along a Mantua kit of “Black Falcon”, Capt. Kidd’s infamous pirate ship which is progressing quite quickly.

cont. p. 9
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cont. from p. 8
Michael Bennett is still building “HMS Sirius” and the
build is progressing, although it is quite slow.
Considering that the model is
being built 1:600 and just
about every element involves
re-inventing the wheel, it is
quite remarkable and the relative slow speed of the build
is understandable.
Michael explained how he
built the case and used water
based contact cement to adhere the frame and the Perspex. He is working on the
base
and
seascape
(especially the colouring),
with cut outs for the ship and
ship’s boats already made.
Another great night!

HINTS: EUPHROES

This is an article from an old SMA Newsletter explaining how euphroes are to
be installed and threaded
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SYDNEY SCALE
MODEL SHOW
St.Mary’s RSL Club,
September 7, 2019

Photos and report by Tom Wolf
This was a very successful activity when 5
members and 3 ladies’ auxiliary members
(wives) attended to promote SMSC and encourage new modellers to join the Club at a
stand in the Trader’s Room.
We attracted the attention of very many people
who were already modellers but were enquiring about ship modelling.

Evert van Oeteren entered his illuminated
“King of the Mississippi” and Tom Wolf entered his “Isabella” pirate ship, these were
the only non-plastic models on display and
these models, as well as the models of
Tom’s “USRCS Falcon” and Harry Goeding’s
“Atlantis Fishing Boat” displayed in the
Trader’s Room attracted a lot of favourable
comment.
We look forward to next year’s event which
will be notified in Chatterbox when details
are known.
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HUBERTUS MODEL BOAT SHOW at
Luddenham, September 7-8, 2019

Photos and report by Michael Bennett
Trevor Duxbury and Michael Bennett represented the club
at the Hurbertus Model Boat Show and they were made to
feel very welcome by the committee and the exhibitors.
There were many fantastic models on display, and the organisers were disappointed in the number of guests who
attended but our members were impressed by the variety
and quality of the almost 200 models present. Although
most were radio controlled working models, there were a
number of excellent static models including a large scratch
built ‘Surprise’ and a very well executed Nelson era sloop.

Trevor exhibited a range of models including static
HMS Invincible, a PT boat, a cabin cruiser and the
open hull of HMS Bounty built using the newsagent
weekly subscription system. He finds this process
surprisingly engaging and has found that being disciplined to do a little each week works quite well.
The model Bounty challenged the onlooker to find
the breadfruit that was so relevant in the infamous
mutiny.
Michael took along most of his usual fleet of miniatures, which was very well appreciated, and he is
now suffering a slightly swollen head.

Interestingly, one of the exhibitors, James Dawes, is running a small business producing 3D
printed fittings for the 1:72 fraternity. He would happily produce period ship components should
anybody be interested.
All in all a very enjoyable weekend was had, including the lunchtime barbeque that the Hubertus Club laid on for all exhibitors.
It is anticipated that next year’s event will be moved to be held at the Blacktown Workers Club,
which is closer to the city and has a much higher patronage level, which should increase the
attendance. We look forward to attending next year’s event.
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CANBERRA MODEL BOAT SHOW
September 21-22, 2019

Photos and report by Michael and Anelia Bennett
Janos Nemeth, Evert van Oeveren,
Richard Keyes and Michael Bennett exhibited at the
CMSS Expo’19 on 21-22 September.
The Show was a great success with approximately
250 visitors attending; in addition to the hosts and our
Club, the exhibitors included the Canberra Plastic
Modellers; Task Force 72 and independent modellers,
with approximately 120 models on display. Both the
number of visitors and exhibits were up from last year.
This year all models were exhibited in the one room at
the Mount Rogers Primary School hall, and this was
of benefit as the plastic and radio control models were
not seen as a different hobby from the sticks and
strings, and the quality of their modelling could be
seen as equivalent.
The Sydney contingent made a significant contribution to the Show with 18 models on display:
Janos exhibited Royal Caroline; Duyfken; Caracca
Atlantica; Rattlesnake, Le Canot Imperial as well as
assorted carvings.
Richard brought Bellona; Halifax; Royal Caroline; Sir
Edward Hawke and the project Superyacht.
Evert displayed his Mississippi Paddle Steamer, and
Michael displayed his usual fleet of miniatures.
Our group sailed away with Janos winning both the Members’
Choice and the People’s Choice Awards (with his Royal Caroline) and the People’s Choice 3rd prize with his Duyfken. In addition, Anelia Bennett won a raffle prize.

The organisers provided barbeque
lunches and a Saturday night dinner
for all exhibitors and their partners,
which was very much appreciated.
We were made to feel very welcome
and we look forward to returning next
year.
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CLARENDON CLASSIC
MACHINERY, TRUCK & HOBBY SHOW
September 21-22, 2019

Photos and report by Mike Barton
This is the third year
that our club has
displayed at the
event and although
the main attractions
are antique engines, tractors and
trucks, one pavilion
is devoted to a
range of hobbies.
This included racing
cars, model cars,
trains and aircraft,
jewellery, metal and
woodworking and of
course model ships.

Our display did not look out of place here, and though interest from the public was only moderate, it is felt that we have planted the seeds and in the future the club may gain some new
members.
While people viewed two completed models, Alan Bideleux worked on his SOVEREIGN OF
THE SEAS and this gave the public an insight as to how these craft were constructed.

This show is a family-friendly affair and luckily the weather held out for the weekend, so numbers were good for both days. Details of next year’s event are already notified on page 5
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SMSC NORTHERN CHAPTER S&TInaugural meeting, October 5, 2019

Report by Tom Wolf
Trevor Duxbury kindly made his home available for this first meeting for the Club’s
Associate Members living North of Sydney, on the Central Coast and Newcastle and beyond,
to enjoy the kind of S&T we have in Sydney.
We were all blown away by the interest shown by our fellow modellers with 5 local modellers
attending and a couple apologizing as being not available otherwise they too would have attended, and Michael and Anelia Bennett and Tom Wolf attending to help with the proceedings
which were followed by a light lunch in company with the wives who attended .
After a discussion about the objectives in establishing such gatherings on a regular (but not too
frequent) basis, meeting with approval from all present, we proceeded with the well established
Sydney formula of S&T, as the locals had not brought models, we gauged their interest and
current models being built and addressed any problems.
Michael Bennett started off with his 1:600 “Sirius”,
quite to the amazement of those who had never before seen Michael’s miniatures.
Rod Hendy is building the paddle steamer
“Adelaide”, scratch built at a scale of 1:24. The issues of weathering the decking were discussed and a
number of ideas that would help Rod were brought to
his attention.
Michael Butcher is, as we well known, an experienced and prolific modeler. He is building the
“Swedish Gunboat” by Mantua and he described
the difficulties he was experiencing, especially due to
lack of English instructions. In response to a question
he agreed that this model was not for a beginner.
Peter Rea and Ron Thomas are trying to establish a Museum
on the Central Coast, with a vital connection to history and to
shipping (and therefore model ships). Currently Peter is concentrating on building a display and Ron’s interests include 3D printing, but both expressed a wish to commence building a model in
the foreseeable future.
Tom Wolf brought along a part-built Mantua model of “Black
Falcon” (which was Captain Kidd’s pirate ship). It is a simple
model and Tom is progressing with the build quite quickly. He
also brought along plans (extracted from a magazine) for a
scratch build of “Black Rose” (another pirate ship) and these
plans were snapped up by those attending. Finally Tom raised
the fact that he is having trouble in creating/obtaining 1:350 merchant ship davits for his “HMT Dunera”. He needs to hang 24
lifeboats.
Finally it was the host’s turn,
Trevor’s lounge had 3 beautiful ships on display, the
“Royal Caroline” (1749); the
“Unicorn”
(1790);
and
“Baltik” (1753) (photo next
page).
cont. p 15
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cont. from p. 14
We then moved about his house being shown his well
equipped working space (actually working spaces) as he
seemed to have workrooms for different elements of modelling all over the house.

This turned out to be, as
agreed by all who attended, a very successful S&T
and it was agreed that
another would be held in
late January next year.
Details will be published/
notified soon.

BENDY BEECH - IS IT ALL IT’S
CRACKED UP TO BE?

Report by Tom Wolf
This report is based on observations made by our Honourary Member, Don Dressel,
when he displayed a model of “HMS Sovereign of the Seas” that was built by a late friend of
his. The observations were made at a meeting of the Ship Modelers Association (USA) and reported in their August 2019 newsletter
The friend started the model by using a “new” wood – “bendy beech”. Don does not know exactly what this wood is and has never used it himself, but his friend initially praised its great properties of easily bending into shape, which made the first layer of planking of the model very easy
to do.
What was then discovered unfortunately, it is also apparently very susceptible to moisture, a
factor very relevant to us in Australia where we have very high humidity in most regions.
The friend had the model completely planked with the first layer of wood (bendy beech) and was
starting his second layer of planking, having drawn all the frame lines onto the hull prior to the
second layer. It rained very hard at his home the next day and evening and upon returning to
work some more on the model, it was found that the hull had twisted violently into a pretzel!
Needless to say, “bendy beech” was not the correct wood to use.
This was many years ago and the model has passed from owner to owner, and after all those
years it appears as though some of the wood has “unbent” to the present state of the hull, which
is now fairly straight.
I am writing this report based on Don’s observations but as a form of caveat or warning. Some
new products may seem like the “ant’s pants” to resolve a particular problem or issue, but the
long term consequences and results cannot be guaranteed.
This warning was also given to us by Capt. Laing when he addressed us many years ago and
when asked about Superglue to which he relied “I use epoxy, come back to me in 50 years and
we can then discuss the long term use of Superglue”.
Please understand, it is not suggested that bendy beech should never be used, but that it
should be used with these considerations in mind. I guess with the hefty price of bendy beech it
is likely to be used sparingly anyway.
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DACH’S MODELS AT NOWRA:
“HMAS MELBOURNE (2) - R21”

Readers will recall that in the January 2019
issue (#42) of Chatterbox we reported on a
visit to HMAS Albatross at Nowra where we
viewed scratch built models by Dach Hall from RAN
plans and donated to the Fleet Air Arm Museum.
Dach explains how he made the models and he also
gives some tips on what he used for building materials.
In this issue we will deal with the model of HMAS Melbourne—2 (R21) which was the second of 2 Majestic
class light aircraft carriers of the Royal Australian Navy,
the other being HMAS Sydney (3). Both were originally
British ships. Whilst HMAS Sydney was commissioned in
1946 and had a straight flight deck, HMAS Melbourne was commissioned into the RAN in 1955
and had an angled flight deck that had by then become the by-word in aircraft carriers. She had
a number of refits and was finally decommissioned in 1982.

In 2005 Dach commenced building 3 models of different
RAN ships (as they were in the year 1982) and he completed
them in September 2015, this was the last of Dach’s 3 models to be completed. This model has been previously reported in Chatterbox, but it is such a special model that she deserves a repeat appearance.
This model was built on similar style (to the models of HMAS
Hobart and HMAS Orion previously described in Chatterbox)
with half inch Ply for Ribs and Keel with a double Hull lined
for the full length with aircraft ply. The timber was 2mm X
19mm Western Red Cedar. Likewise, the Bridge -Island, and
the detail of the open sections on both sides of the hull for
mooring lines and the Ship’s Boats.
Dach expressed sincere thanks to so many and especially Mr Terry Hetherington, then Manager of the Fleet
Air Arm Museum, Nowra for providing detailed plans as
to the refit in 1976.
This especially to be seen on the model as the Replenishment at Sea (RAS) and the Jet Refuelling Points on
the edge of the deck.
Propulsion was by 2 electric motors with the Dry
Charged batteries weighing 12 Kilos. As this was to be a
static model, Dach removed the batteries and motors
before donating the model to the Museum.
The Forward Radar was electrically driven and the
ship’s horn made a deep and heavy sound. Realising
that he could never use the models on Sydney Harbour because of salt corrosion, Dach placed
her in a neighbour’s swimming pool, it took 80 Litres of water to ballast her to the water line.
When completed she weighed 23 Kilos.
cont. p. 17
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cont. from p. 16
Specifications :Hull LOA 14 Feet. Beam 2 ft 2 inches Deck aerials lowered 3ft 4 inches.
The Island – Bridge Height 11 inches, width 5 inches above
the deck. Top of the mast 1 ft 10 inches above the flight
Deck.
Depth of the Hull flight deck to waterline 1 ft 3 inches, draft 6
inches
Two Brass propellers of 3 and a half inch diameter. NB. The
Starboard is 4 bladed whilst the Port prop is 3 Bladed. Reason as the boilers and engines are placed one ahead of the
other. Hence, port length of the shaft only needs 3 blades for
the harmonics.
An interesting feature of HMAS Melbourne is that she utilised the “mirror landing aid”, a gyroscopically-controlled
concave mirror on the port side of the flight deck. On either
side of the mirror was a line of green coloured "datum
lights". A bright orange "source" light was shone into the
mirror
creating
the
"ball" (or "meatball" in
later
USN
parlance)
which could be seen by
the aviator who was
about to land. The position of the ball compared to the datum lights indicated the aircraft's position in relation to the
desired glidepath: if the ball was above the datum, the
plane was high; below the datum, the plane was low; between the datum, the plane was on glidepath. The gyro stabilisation compensated for much of the movement of the
flight deck due to the sea, giving a constant glidepath.
Before we relate some of the innovative ideas Dach used in making some elements of the
model, we finally got to ask Dach the important question. Why did he undertake such an incredibly huge project, especially for a person who had previously only dabbled in small projects, mainly of aircraft. This is Dach’s response:
“When I was 17, Captain Buck Buchanan asked Dad if I would like to spend a day at sea, on
the HMAS Melbourne and possibly a flight as an observer in a Fairy Firefly. Answer, a resounding YES, and I fell in love with the ship!
Then, as a 19 year old I had the privilege of sailing around the world for over 2 years in a 48
foot schooner called ’Landfall II’ (that will be another story to be in Chatterbox).
I had always wanted to build a model of ‘Landfall II’ but I was scared off due to the yacht’s
beautiful curved lines, so I started on the Submarine because of the curved hull hoping it
would give me some clues to build a model of ‘Landfall II’
This then led to the building of the model of DDG Hobart, which finally brought about the decision to build the Aircraft Carrier HMAS Melbourne.
I’ve been asked why I made these models in scale 1:50 rather than 1:72 which is more common with modern warships, the answer is simply that I was not aware that 1:72 scale was predominant in modelling.
It so happens that I had space to build, I was able to occupy the stage of a local church hall,
but admittedly the huge model of HMAS Melbourne only just fitted in.
The construction was fairly well advanced when I came to realise that I could never use the
models in Sydney Harbour near my home because of the salt corrosion.
Thankfully, I designed the various heights in case all are displayed in the same room they shall
all have a common waterline.“
cont. p.18
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cont. from p. 17
So, apart from the timbers and material used to build the hull, and the variety of aircraft on the
model (which are from plastic kits), what other features did Dach have to “invent”?
1.
Fire hoses on the reel:
punch out cardboard with a leather punch, with shoe laces wrapped around a small
wooden dowel or part of a pencil, painted black and the metal tab at the end cut back to
size and dipped into red paint.
2.
Flat fire hoses:
made from pieces of wide sports shoe laces painted black, laid on the side of a McDon
ald’s paddle pop stick. The nozzle dipped into red paint, then secured in place with small
garden ties.
3.
The round radar reflective dishes are cut from the cardboard centre of a toilet roll.
4.
The Capstans (Vertical winch) for winding in rope is a shirt stud painted black.
5.
Windscreen wipers on the Destroyer:
plastic cut into thin strips from the lid of a marga rine or a butter (plastic) tub, painted black
and glued to pins.
6.
Air vents pieces of fibre from a fly screen, painted black and glued over a small frame.
7.
Port holes from assorted sized eyelets from a camping store.
8.
Whip aerials from small straws with a piece of round wire glued inside, painted grey.
9.
Fire Hydrants:
shaped from McDonald’s drinking straws with end caps being cardboard from a two hole
punch, painted a bronze colour and with a short piece of cotton to give the effect that the
cap is secured to the pipe painted red.
10. Inflatable boats:
made from varying diameter clear plastic tube which is cut down one side and slotted into
small pieces of cardboard cut to form the bow and beam, then the stern glued in a Vee
shape to form the keel. The transom (Stern piece) is a piece of cardboard glued to lock it
all together.
11. For the painter and safety lines around the top sides of the inflatable boats, kitchen string
is ideal .
12. Ship fenders are from small off cuts of wooden dowel with the ends sanded to give the
shape. The body is painted white and the ends black.
13. Fine fishing line is used for the safety lines which are attached to small brass stanchions,
available from hobby shops.
14. White sewing cotton makes excellent flag halyards.
15. The shank and eye of a small fish hook, make excellent pulleys fitted to a straw yardarm,
strengthened with resin, for the halyards .
16. The forward radar scanners are from modellers mesh- ideal for model railways for build
ing up the scenery .
17. For the door locks, rice is used with assorted jewellery pieces from “Spot Light” (and other
craft shops) are ideal for hinges etc.
18. Small pieces of foam used in accessories for mobile phone is ideal for various mast an
tennae etc.
19. Those bending drinking straws painted black are ideal for the flexible pipes used for refu
elling at sea.
20. Wind vanes near the top of the mast are small pieces of paper cut to form an arrow with a
tail glued to a pin and painted black.
21. The Missile:
a small piece of wooden dowel sanded at the front to give it shape with four slits cut down
each side, and again small strips of plastic are glued to form small wings. The missile is
painted a soft blue and the small wings are painted white.
22, Naturally, as my models are radio- controlled hence, are expected to be able to handle
rough seas. All pieces of cardboard are painted in a fine coat of resin to seal and
strengthen.
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HINTS: GUNPORT JIG
This is an article from an old SMA Newsletter about a demonstration in April
1991 by our honourary member Don Dressel for making perfect gunport openings.
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HISTORY: THE FASTEST CLIPPER
SHIP RACE

Report by Tom Wolf
In the mid-18th century there was an annual race to bring the first of the new season’s tea from China to Britain. Much like the coveted “blue riband” came to be for passenger
ships plying the Atlantic, this race came to be the most prestigious of its time. For example, the
Great Race of 1866 saw 2 clipper ships arrive in London 28 minutes apart after 99 days of sailing, but after that year the races became an informal event without the award of a prize or
“premium”, but solely for prestige. It is also relevant to comment that the use of steam ships
became prevalent as they were not dependent on the winds and were becoming more reliable.
It is sobering to note that in that 1866 race the auxiliary steamer “Erl King” had sailed from China 8 days after the clippers carrying both passengers and a cargo of tea but arrived in London
15 days before the sailing ships. More importantly, the “SS Agamemnon”, a much more fuel
efficient ship than her contemporaries, had just made the fastest ever outward passage to China of 65 days and was on her way back to London with a cargo of tea that was two or three
times larger than a clipper could carry.
Freights eventually fell so much that the tea trade for clipper ships was no longer profitable
and the races came to an end. To top it off, in 1869 the Suez Canal opened allowing steamers
to reach the Far East via the Mediterranean, a shorter and quicker route not accessible to sailing ships.
The general shape of the hulls
and bows of clipper ships came
to be well established after 1839
and the launching of the “Scottish
Maid”, there was a moment of
history when the two fastest clipper ships ever built raced each
other head to head in 1872.
One of those clipper ships is well
known and in many people’s
thoughts, the other is generally
forgotten by all except enthusiasts. The famous “Cutty Sark”
was built for John ‘Jock’ Willis in
1869 at Dumbarton Scotland and
is one of the most beautiful clipper ships ever to sail.
Surviving a colourful and historic
past, she represents one of the
most romantic ages in the history of ocean travel.
Still retaining the glamour of her windblown past, she is a tangible reminder of that bygone era
and preserved as a museum ship at Greenwich, UK, as a popular tourist attraction.

cont. p. 21
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cont. from p. 20
Yet her rival, the green hulled
“Thermopylae”, built in 1868 at the shipyard of Walter Hood & Co., Aberdeen,
for George Thompson’s “White Star
Line” is forgotten. She measured 212.0
ft x 36.0 ft x 20.9 ft and 948 tons net.
She was designed as an extreme clipper for the China tea trade and rigged
as a three-masted ship.
This speedster, on her maiden voyage
made a record crossing from Gravesend
to Melbourne in 63 days. On her continued voyage to Shanghai she set another record between those two ports. Other startling performances were from
Newcastle (NSW), to Shanghai in 31
days, Shanghai to London in 91 days
and Victoria, BC (Canada), to Hong
Kong in 23 days.
As for the race itself, both “Cutty Sark”
and “Thermopylae” left Shanghai with a
cargo of tea for London, but after racing
each other for two weeks the “Cutty
Sark” lost her rudder. The green hulled
“Thermopylae” arrived in London seven days ahead of her rival.
Though “Cutty Sark” continued to make some good performances, she never managed to outrun “Thermopylae”.
So Thermopylae’s involvement in the China run was
short lived, her last cargo
of tea being carried in
1877.
She was sold a number of
times and rigged as a
barque, she was forced to
seek cargoes in the lumber
trade.
In
1895
“Thermopylae” was sold to
the Portuguese Government who converted her to
a training ship and renamed her “Pedro Nunes”.
Some sources have it that
the “Thermopylae” came
to her end in 1906 when
she was torpedoed at sea
by units of the Portuguese Navy. Other sources have it that she sank off the rocks at the
Green Point lighthouse in Table Bay at the Cape of Good Hope. Yet another source has it that
she was sunk by gunfire at the birthday celebrations of some Sultan or King.
Be that as it may, though second to none, the “Thermopylae” came to a lonely and undignified
end to sink beneath the waves which she had so proudly battled. Although regarded as the
fastest clipper ship to have sailed the oceans of the world, her memory lives on in the hearts
and minds of only an informed few.
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SMSC has, over the years, developed a relationship with other Clubs from
all over the world. In particular, we regularly receive newsletters from the
Ship Modelers Association (USA) and by arrangement and their kind permission acknowledging the source we reprint a hint by Tony Devroude
originally published by that Club.

KLEENEX FLAGS
We hope this assists you … Ed
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FLAG ISSUES? (a bit of history)

Editorial comment by Tom Wolf
Let’s say you have put anywhere between 300 and 600 hours (or more) of effort into
building your kit model ship and you have just about finished. Do you wish to make
sure of historical accuracy, or do you just keep going and complete your model to
the kit maker’s design?
We all know that the kit makers take shortcuts to make the model so that you, the modeller,
may have an easier task in putting it together. This goes for many elements and this is why
sometimes the fittings and furniture are at a slightly different scale to the model.
Where they do get real sloppy is the historical accuracy of
flags supplied with the kit. Possibly the most obvious is
the Union Jack (British flag) shown on the right supplied
by just about every kit manufacturer of famous ships.
They all maintain the Cross of St Patrick
We in Australia all know about Lieutenant James Cook’s
first voyage on HMB Endeavour and his arrival on the
East Coast of Australia in Botany Bay (now Sydney suburbia) in 1770. At that time Cook was not yet promoted to
Captain, and was not promoted to Captain until long after
he stopped sailing on the Endeavour. But that is irrelevant for this article.
I am more concerned by the blatant disregard to historical accuracy of the flags supplied with
these kits. Cook returned to Britain on 12 July 1771 and the Endeavour was then largely forgotten. Over the next three years she sailed to and from the Falkland Islands and was then
sold into private hands in 1775. Later renamed as Lord Sandwich, she was hired as a British
troop transport during the American War of Independence and was scuttled in a blockade of Narragansett
Bay, Rhode Island, in 1778.
These dates are significant as the Union Jack containing the Cross of St Patrick (signifying Ireland’s joinder
to Great Britain and forming the United Kingdom) did
not occur until January 1, 1801. That’s right, 23 years
after the Endeavour was sunk!
The earlier flag of Great Britain (shown on the left) was
established in 1606 by a proclamation of King James I.
This kind of historical inaccuracy with flags happens
not just with model kits of British and colonial ships, but
also with French, Dutch, American and Spanish ships.
Another example is the model of Bluenose I flying the
Maple leaf Canadian flag, whereas the Maple Leaf flag
is totally correct only for a model of Bluenose II.
Bluenose I was wrecked in 1945 and flew the old British Red Ensign or the Dominion Flag as the Maple Leaf
was not adopted until 1965 and prior to that Canada
did not have a national flag.
And finally, our American friends will remind you that their national flag has undergone numerous changes with the additional numbers and design changes involving the stars in the field of
blue at the top left. This was brought home to one of our
modellers who was making a model of an American
schooner as it was in 1954-7 and had to be reminded
that the USA only had 48 states at that time (from 1912
until 1959).
These inaccuracies are ever so easily noticed at displays and exhibitions, yet so easily avoided by replacing
the flag with one that is historically accurate.
Modellers should keep a lookout for these inaccuracies.
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COOKTOWN LIGHT

Photos and report by Tom Wolf
Grassy Hill Light, also known as Cooktown Light, is an active lighthouse located on
Grassy Hill above Cooktown, Queensland, Australia, on the south side of the entrance to Endeavour River.
Grassy Hill was the site of Lieutenant James Cook landing in
1770 and Cook used the height of
the hill to survey a path through
the reefs to land after HM Bark
Endeavour ran aground on Endeavour Reef (located about 12
kilometres off the mainland) on
11 June 1770. The Endevour was
then sailed to the mainland, careered and repaired
The township of Cooktown was

Contemporary drawing of the Endeavour at Cook River
established in 1873 but the Grassy Hill Light
was not constructed until 1886. The light
source was a kerosene lamp until 1927 when
the lighthouse was automated and the light
source was changed to an acetylene gas
burner. In 1993 the lighthouse was converted
to solar power.
The lighthouse is conical in form, about 6 metres high, constructed of timber clad with corrugated iron sheets, on a concrete base. It is
about 3 metres diameter at the base.

A cylindrical lantern is on top capped
with a hemispherical dome. The tower
is painted white, with the dome and the
concrete base painted red.
The light characteristic shown is two
white flashes every six seconds (Fl.(2)
W. 6s). It is visible only on a limited
sector, 192°-315°, and obscured elsewhere.
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